Perfect for close-up jobs, the Energizer® Hardcase 3 LED light is always at hand and ready to perform. The compact size allows it to fit easily in toolbox or pouch and the grip is designed for comfort.

Anti-roll design combined with impact resistance greatly reduces the potential for damage to internal components. In addition, this light will operate continuously for 30 hours between battery changes using Energizer® MAX® batteries.

**BRIGHT**
- Three white LEDs provide 20 lumens

**DURABLE**
- Passes a 3-meter drop test
- Shatterproof lens protects LEDs from damage

**WEATHERPROOF**
- Meets IEC 60529 IPX4 standards
- Continues to operate after exposure to splashing water from all directions

**RELIABLE**
- Push button switch is designed to last a lifetime
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**Performance:**
- **Run Time:**
  - (hours): 35
  - (minutes): 20
  - (seconds): 10
  - (nanoseconds): 5
- **Battery Type:** Alkaline AA

---

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the packaging and light.